Image: Senator John McCain with Ambassador Chris
Stevens in the terrorist rat nest of Benghazi in April,
2011, after marshaling cash, weapons
ons and political
support for militants tied directly to al Qaeda.

Image: September 12, 2012, in Benghazi, in front of the
very courthouse where McCain voiced support for
Libya's terror brigades, sectarian extremists took the
streets waving the flag of al Qaeda, even hoisting it
atop the Benghazi courthouse itself.
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McCain in Syria, with, to his left, General Salim Idris
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Why have McCain, Obama and others supported "freedom fighters" found to be tied with al Qaeda and ISIS, the forces
creating chaos in the Middle East? The following headline archive provides the answer – "regional order" out of chaos:
STATEMENT OF ADMINISTRATION POLICY – WhiteHouse.gov, July 20, 2006 – H.R. 5684 - United States-Oman Free Trade
Agreement Implementation Act (Rep. Boehner (R) OH and Rep. Moran (D) VA) - The Administration strongly supports H.R. 5684,
which will approve and implement the United States-Oman Free Trade Agreement (FTA or Agreement), as signed by the United States
and Oman on January 19, 2006. The United States-Oman FTA .... is a significant step in implementing the President’s plan for a
broader Middle East Free Trade Area [MEFTA].
PAUL RYAN'S BAD IDEA FOR THE MIDDLE EAST – Foreign Policy, August 18, 2012 – The Middle East Free Trade Area (MEFTA)
initiative, announced in May 2003, was to be one of the cornerstones of the [Bush] administration’s new anti-terrorism policy — and
Paul Ryan quickly emerged as its most stalwart champion.... The idea that [free trade] improves human rights in the process or makes
democracies out of dictatorships is at best inconclusive, and at worst wishful thinking.
US SENATOR CALLS FOR FREE TRADE PACTS IN MIDDLE EAST – Daily News Egypt, May 20, 2011 – ”We should move urgently
to begin negotiations on free trade agreements with Egypt and Tunisia – and to explore ideas for new free trade areas in the Middle
East and North Africa.” ....But McCain said the first regional objective should be the “peaceful change of regimes that are irreconcilably
tyrannical, anti-American and hostile to the democratic regional order that we seek to build,”...
GLOBALISTS PUSH EU-STYLE 'UNION' FOR MIDDLE EAST – By Alex Newman, The New American, July 31, 2014 – As if globalist
scheming had not yet caused enough death and destruction in the Middle East, the global government-promoting Council on Foreign
Relations and various outfits associated with the secretive Bilderberg group are now pushing a radical new plot for the region: a
European Union-style regional regime to rule over the Arab, Turkish, Kurdish, and other peoples who live there. The sought-after
“Middle Eastern Union” would put populations ranging from Turkey and Jordan to Libya and Egypt under a single authority….
THE EU OFFERS A MODEL FOR UNIFYING THE MIDDLE EAST– Council on Foreign Relations (CFR), June 19, 2014 – "Just as a
warring continent found peace through unity by creating what became the EU, Arabs, Turks, Kurds and other groups in the region
could find relative peace in ever closer union. After all, most of its problems – terrorism, poverty, unemployment, sectarianism, refugee
crises, water shortages – require regional answers. No country can solve its problems on its own."
That's the standard line that the CFR globalists are using to build every emerging regional bloc on earth, and their "regional
answers" will increasingly be heard in “North America” as well. Their created "ISIS Crisis" will be used as a pretext to "crisis
manage" the Middle East populations into accepting the globalists' "Middle East Union," as these next articles suggest:
ISIS: THE NEW RED LINE – Al Arabiya (Dubai, UAE), Aug 16, 2014 - "We are witnessing a unique situation…. ISIS has become the
reason behind the gathering of opponents. Most of the Iraqi forces, whether Shiite, Sunni or Kurdish, agreed to reconcile because they
are all afraid of ISIS…. Likewise, Iran has abandoned al-Maliki and Saudi Arabia accepted his substitute Haider al-Abadi. What an
extraordinary story!"
A NECESSARY RESPONSE TO ISIS – New York Times op-ed, Aug 24, 2014 – ISIS has received financing from donors in Kuwait and
Qatar. Saudi Arabia funneled weapons to Syrian rebels and didn’t care if they went to ISIS. Turkey allowed ISIS fighters and weapons
to flow across porous borders. All of that has to stop. Creating a regional military force may be required, including assistance from
the Gulf Cooperation Council countries and Turkey.
ARAB AND GULF COUNTRIES MUST TAKE THE LEAD -– New York Times, Aug 8, 2014 – Arab League and Gulf Cooperation
Council countries should take the lead and provide humanitarian and military aid in the form of air power and ground troops to defeat
and uproot ISIS, as it is already a coming attraction for Jordan, Lebanon and Saudi Arabia.
REGIONAL COOPERATION COULD BE RAY OF HOPE FOR ISRAELIS – Haaretz (Israel), Aug 10, 2014 – There are now powerful
common interests between Israel and Arab states, including Saudi Arabia, the Emirates, Egypt, Jordan, the Palestinian Authority and
parts of the Maghreb. None of these states are capable of containing the danger of radical Islam on their own. The security of the
whole region depends on pooling resources of intelligence, counterterrorist organizations and armies to fight the forces that are
threatening to push the Middle East into chaos. This has led influential Saudi columnist Mohammed al-Sheikh to call for peace
with Israel (“Peace with Israel is the solution,” Al Arabiya, in Arabic). For most Israelis, this may sound like science fiction. But the Arab
League’s peace initiative has been on the table since 2002….
TOP OFFICIALS DISCUSS GCC SECURITY – Arab News, July 9, 2014 – The meeting assumes significance amid growing regional
challenges including security concerns created by the Islamic State [IS] and the Sharura standoff on the Saudi-Yemen border….
Earlier, the GCC [Gulf Cooperation Council] had announced the formation of a unified military command…. The GCC countries are
also planning to launch a common visa on the lines of the Schengen [European Union] visa to allow Gulf-based expats and foreign
businessmen to move easily across the borders of the six-member bloc…

